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Tempo Events is a game-changing technology
platform that revolutionizes race and event
production. Our platform saves you time, increases
your attendance, and streamlines event prep and
check-in.

Special effect with marathon or race and logo

Tempo Events makes your customers' registration
and check-in quick and hassle free. With Tempo,
your event is a winner every time.

Quick montage of check-in process

Your customers experience the difference when you
partner with Tempo and the industry's most
advanced dynamic bib and chip assignment.
Quick & Easy Check In:
• Entrants can bring a printed confirmation,
display it on their mobile device or be looked
up by name on any tablet for a quick and
efficient check in.
• Tempo's fleet of tablets increases accuracy,
adds cool factor, and streamlines check in.
Eliminate Time Consuming Prep:
• Assign bibs and chips at check-in and
eliminate time consuming packet prep. Reallocate volunteers to tasks that add value
and increase the quality of your event.
• All Tempo tablets display entrant medical
information that is quickly retrieved by
medical or event staff making your event the
safest anywhere.
Fast & Easy Web-based Platform:
Highlighted by straightforward, single page event
setup, the Tempo Events back end is powerful yet
easy to learn and use. You'll appreciate our rich
reporting suite and streamlined interface for easy

Aerial shot of city with call out points with check
points and race participants.
Bib scan animation
Looking up medical data on a tablet with a
patient?

Web presentation setup with call outs

order changes. You can control levels of access for all
your staff and volunteers.
Build any type of question, to collect valuable
information like t-shirt size, age, marketing data,
emergency contact and much more.

Large crowd of participants

Our system is battle-tested to handle your largest
registration spikes.

Race clock

Tempo is fully compatible with all timing systems!
Social Media Toolkit.
Automatically increase your social media exposure
and sales with powerful features integrated right
into your registration page. Entrants LIKE and
FOLLOW your own pages while registering.

Social media animation

Flexible Payment Options.
Get automatic deposits to your bank account...or use
your own merchant account. Never wait for a check
again!

Credit card to binary stream to money

Tempo Events.
The most advanced dynamic chip assignment in the
industry. Powerful and easy to use. Social media
features that automatically increase your sales.
When your time and your event experience matter,
Choose Tempo Events. Your Event Made Better.
tempoevents.com

Racers montage

Logo animation

